
2017 Christmas Gift Guide 

                                      The Wool & The Floss 

 

 

 

Knitting Gifts Under $25 
1. Gleener On The Go lint brush.  The great travel size and multiple attachments for lint, hair and pill removal 

is guaranteed to be a coveted tool for all on your list this year!   
 

2. Knitters Companion book and dvd 

This excellent book includes all 

the basics and more for the knitters on your list. 

 

3. Stitch Marker Bangle bracelet and charms   

Choose your markers and keep them handy on the fashionable bangle bracelet.  

  
Knitting Gifts $25-$50 

1. Pattern keeper  

Holds your pattern while you are knitting for easy reference! 

 

2. Double Point needle cases  

Keeps your stitches safely on your needles while resting your project.  A must for sock knitters!  Add a skein of 

sock yarn and some needles for a complete kit that will knock their socks off! 

 

3. Beautiful Shawl Kits  

Choose from many popular kits - complete with pattern! 

 

4. Locally Made Yarn Bowl 

Choose a locally made yarn bowl that will keep your knitters yarn ‘tame’ 

and is also a beautiful piece of art! 

 

Knitting Gifts Over $50  
 

1. Gift Certificates are always a welcome gift under the tree.  They are 
available in any amount you wish. 
 

 



1. Buy one or both of these items: Ball winder and/or yarn swift  

Your knitter will work through the task of winding the yarn with ease and be able to 

get to what makes them happiest sooner – knitting! 

 

2. Lykke interchangeable needle set  

Lykke translation – to make happy. Includes sizes ranging from US #4 to #17!  You are 

sure to make the knitter on your list happy with this gift! 

Needlepoint Gifts Under $20 

 
Tools 

Needle minders, bead and needles cases are just what your stitcher needs!  And, 

every stitcher loves a little ‘bling’ to adorn their canvas while working through a 

project.  A Needle Bling or a Mag friends can complement the design in color and 

style.  Choose one or a few! 

 

 

Needlepoint Gifts $ 25-$50 
1. Scissors 

Every stitcher needs a beautiful smooth sharp pair of scissors.  Choose from many designs ranging in price 

from under $20 and up. 

2. Books & Guides 

Start your stitcher with their own stitching library!  Each of these books has unique  

stitch ideas and will be greatly appreciated by the stitcher in your life! 

 

 

Needlepoint Gifts Over $ 50 

 

 
1. Project Bags 

All stitchers need multiple project bags to store and haul their tools, threads and 

canvases!  We have many fantastic styles, patterns and price points from which 

to choose! 

 



2. Lighting 

Every stitcher must have adequate lighting to help keep their eyes in 

tip-top shape for stitching.   

Treat your stitcher to one of these excellent  

Stella lamps – the best in the industry! 

 

 

3. Standup Frame 

Whether your stitcher has a favorite upholstered chair or a dining room chair 

to stitch in, one of these System 4 frame stands is a must for hands free 

stitching! 


